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means Humanitarian
We are an aid organisation that seeks a world wi-

thout poverty, intolerance, inequality and social injustice. 
This is why we work on a non-profit basis.

means loGistics
As an independent 4th party logistics organisation 

we focus on logistics in the humanitarian sector and contri-
bute to the sustainable optimisation of humanitarian supply 
chains.

means orGanisation
Pursuing the same goal, we came together to help 

other aid organisations. Most of us have long-term experi-
ence in commercial logistics. With this expertise we support 
other aid organisations with logistical services.

WHo We are



our serVices include
 organisation of humanitarian aid transports 
 support during tender processes
 transport mode consulting
 cost comparison calculations
 trainings for humanitarian logisticians

our expertise coVers tHe  
folloWinG loGistical areas 
 trucking (groupage, LTL, FTL)
 ocean freight (LCL, FCL)
 air freight (general airfreight, charter)
 warehousing (storage, picking&packing)
 supply chain management

Furthermore, we collaborate with research institutions and 
aid organisations to drive research in the field of humanitarian 
logistics forward.

WHat We do HoW We contriBute



tHe Value added
We are a neutral intermediary between aid organisations 
and logistics companies.

for aid orGanisations
  realisation of cost and service potentials 
 know-how transfer
 concentration of resources on their actual purpose

for loGistics companies
 efficient communication
 optimisation of the network utilisation
  sustainable and efficient contribution to their corporate 

responsibility

HoW We contriBute

Quoted
“I´ve had the intention to send a container to 
Tanzania for quite a while. However, I couldn´t 

manage to overcome the logistical hurdle, espe-
cially in Africa. Without the support of the HLO 

it probably would have remained like that.”
Quote: Daniel Preuß, 

Founder of Streetkids International e.V.



Humanity
We aim to support the humanitarian sector in its effort to 
alleviate suffering everywhere at any time.

impartiality
Every person in need has the same right to assistance, 
irrespective of nationality, race, religion, sex, social status 
or political belief.

neutrality
In order to maintain the confidence of all, we abstain 
from participation in any political, racial, religious or ideo-
logical confrontations.

independence
We are independent and act autonomously.

transparency
We ensure transparency in internal processes because 
we believe that transparent practices enable confidence 
in our work.

team spirit
Our strength is based on team spirit and joint expertise. 

WHat driVes us

interested
If you are interested, 

please don´t hesitate to contact us. 

We are looking forward to all questions,  
inquiries and contributions.



Humanitarian Logistics Organisation e. V.
Grabenstraße 15
D-20357 Hamburg

+49 40 228686750

info@humanilog.org

www.humanilog.org
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